The high-precision astrometry from the second data release of the Gaia mission has made it possible to greatly improve the census of members of nearby clusters and associations. I have applied the Gaia data to the Taurus star-forming region, refining the sample of known members and identifying candidates for undiscovered members. The resulting samples of members and candidates provide the best constraints to date on the distribution of ages and the initial mass function (IMF) in Taurus. Several studies over the last 30 years have proposed the existence of a population of older stars ( 10 Myr) that is associated with the Taurus clouds. The data from Gaia demonstrate that such a population does not exist. Meanwhile, previous IMF estimates for small fields surrounding the Taurus aggregates have exhibited a surplus of K7-M0 stars (0.7-0.8 M ⊙ ) relative to star-forming clusters like IC 348 and the Orion Nebula Cluster. However, that difference disappears when the new census of the entire region is considered, which should be complete for spectral types earlier than M6-M7 at A J < 1. Thus, there is little variation in the stellar IMF across the 3-4 orders of magnitude in stellar density that are present in nearby star-forming regions. Finally, I note that the proper motions of two previously known members, KPNO 15 and 2MASS J04355209+2255039, indicate that they may have been ejected from the same location within the L1536 cloud ∼ 7200 years ago.
INTRODUCTION
The Taurus star-forming region has served as one of the primary laboratories for investigating the process of star formation. This is in part due to its proximity to the Sun (d ∼ 140 pc, Galli et al. 2018, references therein) and the relatively large size of its stellar population (N ∼ 400, Kenyon et al. 2008) . The importance of Taurus also stems from the unusually wide distribution of its young stars such that a comparison of the long crossing time of the region (10-20 Myr) to the age spread among its members places stringent constraints on theories for the formation of molecular clouds (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999; Hartmann et al. 2001) . Meanwhile, given its low stellar density (1-10 pc −3 ), Taurus can be used to search for a variation of the initial mass function (IMF) with star-forming conditions (Bonnell et al. 2011) .
Measuring the distributions of ages and masses in Taurus requires a thorough census of its stellar population. Previous studies have searched for members of Taurus using signatures of youth (variability, emission lines, infrared (IR) excess emission, X-ray emission), proper motions, and optical and near-IR color-magnitude diagrams (Luhman et al. 2017, references therein) . Those surveys have tended to be less sensitive to stars at older ages, but they have demonstrated that Taurus is unlikely to contain a large population of stars with ages of 10 Myr (Hartmann et al. 1991; Gomez et al. 1992) .
1 Based on observations performed with the Gaia mission, the Two Micron All Sky Survey, and the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey.
2 Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802; kluhman@astro.psu.edu 3 Center for Exoplanets and Habitable Worlds, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802, USA Modest numbers of stars with ages from ∼10-100 Myr have been found in the direction of Taurus, ranging from early-type stars (Blaauw 1956 ) to brown dwarfs (Luhman 2006; Slesnick et al. 2006; Esplin & Luhman 2017) , some of which have been proposed to be products of the Taurus clouds (Walter et al. 1988; Neuhäuser et al. 1995; Wichmann et al. 1996; Daemgen et al. 2015; Kraus et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018) . However, the surface densities and ages of those stars found in X-ray surveys are consistent with members of the solar neighborhood (Briceño et al. 1997 ) while most of the stars with precise proper motions are kinematically distinct from the younger stars associated with the clouds (Hartmann et al. 1991; Frink et al. 1997; de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Esplin & Luhman 2017) .
Nevertheless, welldefined constraints on the size of an older population in Taurus are not yet available.
Surveys for members of Taurus also have been used to derive estimates of the stellar IMF in the region (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003a; Luhman 2004; Luhman et al. 2009 ). Those studies have found that the richest stellar aggregates exhibit a surplus of K7-M0 stars (0.7-0.8 M ⊙ ) relative to clusters with higher stellar densities like the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) and IC 348 (Hillenbrand 1997; Hillenbrand & Carpenter 2000; Muench et al. 2002 Muench et al. , 2003 Luhman et al. 2003b) . That surplus appears to be somewhat less pronounced when a larger area of Taurus is considered . The most definitive comparison to other star-forming regions would employ the IMF for the entire cloud complex in Taurus, but a reliable measurement has not been possible because of uncertainties in the completeness of the current census.
As with a multitude of other topics, the astrometry from the Gaia mission (Perryman et al. 2001; de Bruijne Luhman 2012 ) offers an opportunity for dramatic progress on obtaining a complete census of Taurus. The second data release of Gaia (DR2) contains an all-sky catalog of parallaxes and proper motions with errors of 0.7 mas and 1.2 mas yr −1 , respectively, for stars at G 20 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) , which corresponds to errors of 10% and 5% for members of Taurus at 0.05 M ⊙ that have low extinction. Thus, the Gaia data can be used for precise kinematic identification of undiscovered members of Taurus across the entire range of stellar masses. Since Gaia operates at optical wavelengths, heavily reddened members can fall below its detection limit, but it is the areas of high extinction near the clouds have been most thoroughly searched for members in previous surveys, so most of the missing members (particularly older ones) are likely outside of the clouds where the extinction is low. In this paper, I have compiled the Gaia parallaxes and proper motions for the known members of Taurus adopted by Esplin & Luhman (2017) , characterized the kinematics and distances of those objects, and checked that catalog for nonmembers (Section 2). The Gaia data are used to assess the membership of previous samples of older stars in the direction of Taurus (Section 3) and search for new members at any age (Section 4). Using the refined census of known members and the new candidates from Gaia, I estimate the distribution of ages and the IMF for Taurus (Section 5).
KINEMATICS OF KNOWN TAURUS MEMBERS

Retrieval of Data from Gaia DR2
All stars in DR2 from Gaia have single-epoch positions and photometry in a broad optical band (G, 3300-10500Å). Most of those stars also have data in bands at 3300-6800 and 6300-10500Å (G BP and G RP ). Proper motions and parallaxes are available for most stars down to G ∼ 20 and radial velocities are available primarily for stars at G ∼ 4-12. Additional data products from DR2 are described by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b) .
To examine the kinematics and distances of known members of Taurus, I have considered the 427 stars that were adopted as members by Esplin & Luhman (2017) . For each star, I identified the closest counterpart in Gaia DR2 within 1 ′′ of its position in the 2MASS Point Source Catalog. Some members had multiple Gaia counterparts, all of which corresponded to the known components of binary systems. I retrieved the photometry, parallaxes, proper motions, and radial velocities for those counterparts from DR2. Multiple systems in which the components were unresolved from each other in the photometric catalogs utilized by Esplin & Luhman (2017) appeared as single entries in the list of members from that study. Gaia provides resolved measurements for companions in 13 of those systems, so they are now counted as separate objects. They consist of FQ Tau B, UX Tau C, FX Tau B, IRAS 04278+2253 B, GG Tau Bb, HN Tau B, CoKu Tau 3 B, GN Tau B, CIDA 9 B, RW Aur B, HBC 358 B, GZ Aur B, and BS Tau B.
Among the 440 objects from Esplin & Luhman (2017) , 382, 336, and 28 stars have positions, parallaxes/proper motions, and radial velocities from DR2, respectively. One source, GG Tau Aa+Ab, has a negative parallax, which is likely due to its binarity. Its parallax and proper motion are excluded from this work. The median errors in parallax, proper motion, and radial velocity for this sample are ∼0.1 mas, 0.2 mas yr −1 , and 4 km s −1 , respectively. For most of these stars, the errors in parallax and proper motion are much smaller than those from previous measurements. Prior to Gaia, the most accurate parallaxes and proper motions in Taurus were measured with the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), which produced errors comparable to that from Gaia for 16 systems 4 (Loinard et al. 2005 Torres et al. 2007 Torres et al. , 2009 Torres et al. , 2012 Galli et al. 2018) . The Gaia radial velocities in Taurus have limited value given that groundbased studies have measured more accurate velocities for a larger number of members (e.g., Hartmann et al. 1986; White & Basri 2003; Nguyen et al. 2012 ).
Analysis of Gaia Data
The positions of the members of Taurus from Esplin & Luhman (2017) are plotted with a map of extinction in Figure 1 . The area covered by these stars has a diameter of more than 10
• , which corresponds to >25 pc at their distances. One would expect a comparable spread in line-of-sight distances among the members. Indeed, Galli et al. (2018) has recently detected such a spread using parallaxes for 26 systems from VLBI and the first data release of Gaia (DR1). The kinematics of the stars may also vary noticeably across such a large region. Therefore, to characterize the Gaia proper motions and parallaxes of the known members, I have examined separately the stars within nine fields that were selected to cover subsections of the cloud complex. The boundaries for the fields are indicated in Figure 1 .
Data for the members within the nine fields are shown in Figures 2-10. The few stars outside of those fields are plotted in Figures 11. Each figure contains four diagrams for the members within a given field: a map of the positions, extinction-corrected M J versus spectral type, G versus parallax, and proper motion offsets relative to the values expected for the positions and parallaxes of the stars assuming the median space velocity of Taurus members (Section 2.3). The latter three diagrams show only stars that have Gaia parallaxes and proper motions. Those stars have been divided into four populations of members (labeled with red, blue, green, and cyan symbols) that exhibit distinct combinations of parallax and proper motion offsets and objects that are probable nonmembers based on these data (crosses), as discussed later in this section. The diagrams of M J versus spectral type have been constructed with the extinctions, photometry, and spectral types adopted by Luhman et al. (2017) and Esplin & Luhman (2017) . To facilitate comparison of the sequences in M J versus spectral type among the fields, I have included the median sequences for Taurus and the Upper Sco association (11 Myr, Pecaut et al. 2012; Feiden 2016) . The sequence for the latter is based on the members compiled by Luhman et al. (2018) . Those diagrams of M J versus spectral type exclude stars identified later in this section as having discrepant parallaxes. For stars that appear to have erroneous parallaxes because 4 Those systems consist of Anon 1 (V1096 Tau), V773 Tau, LkCa 3 (V1098 Tau), V410 Anon 25, V410 Tau (HD 283518), Hubble 4 (V1023 Tau), T Tau, RX J0424.8+2643 (V1201 Tau), HD 283641, XZ Tau, V807 Tau, HP Tau G2, LkHa 332/G1 (V1000 Tau), LkHa 332/G2 (V999 Tau), LkCa 19 (HD 282630), and HD 283572.
of binarity or that have parallax errors of > 10%, I have adopted the median parallax of the kinematic population in their field to which they likely belong when computing the proper motion offsets. The plotted errors in the offsets include both the errors in the proper motions and the errors in the expected motions due to the parallax measurements. The expected motions are based on the median space velocity of Taurus members that is derived in Section 2.3.
I now discuss the four diagrams of data for each of the nine fields in Taurus.
2.2.1. B209 (Figure 2) In the field containing the B209 cloud, the members form two distinct groups in parallax with median values of 7.6 and 6.3 mas (132 and 158 pc). These stars are plotted with red and blue symbols, respectively. The two groups also differ in their locations and proper motion offsets. The red population is projected against the B209 cloud and the smaller blue group is ∼ 1
• north of the cloud. The parallax errors for the three faintest stars in this field are too large for identification of their respective groups, so I have assigned them to the red population based on their locations and proper motion offsets.
A few members in this field have proper motions or parallaxes that differ significantly from those of the groups. MHO 3 is discrepant relative to both groups in these parameters. FO Tau is located near the stars in the red group but its parallax agrees better with that of the blue group. The parallax and location of 2MASS J04163911+2858491 are indicative of the blue population, but it has a discrepant proper motion relative to those stars. These three stars exhibit unusually poor astrometric fits among Taurus members based on the high values of the Gaia DR2 parameters astrometric gof al and astrometric excess noise, which can be caused by the presence of a poorly resolved binary. Indeed, FO Tau and MHO 3 are known to be be tight binaries (White & Ghez 2001; Kraus et al. 2011) . Therefore, I have ignored the parallaxes of these three stars, continued to treat them as members of Taurus, and assigned them to populations based on their locations.
L1495 (Figure 3)
Most of the members in the field for L1495 comprise a single group in both parallax and proper motion offset. They resemble the red population from B209 in both parameters and have a median parallax of 7.8 mas (128 pc). Two stars, RY Tau and IRAS 04158+2805, have discrepant parallaxes. The astrometric fits for these stars are poor according to astrometric gof al and astrometric excess noise, so both stars are retained as members and included in the red population. The poor fits may indicate the presence of tight binaries. Nguyen et al. (2012) identified RY Tau as a possible spectroscopic binary. IRAS 04158+2805 exhibits extended emission, which also may have affected the astrometry.
L1521, B213, and B215 (Figure 4)
The stars in the field encompassing L1521, B213, and B215 are clustered in parallax and proper motion offset like the two populations in B209 and L1495. The B213 and B215 filaments contain concentrations of stars from the blue and red groups, respectively, while the remaining members of the groups are intermingled in a wider distribution. The red and blue stars have median parallaxes of 7.6 and 6.2 mas (131 and 161 pc), respectively. As in B209, the faintest stars have uncertain parallaxes that are consistent with both populations, so they have been assigned to groups based on their proper motion offsets.
J1-4872 A appears outside of the boundaries of the diagram of proper motion offsets in Figure 4 . It has a moderately poor astrometric fit, so that measurement could be erroneous. Its companion, which has a separation of 3.
′′ 4, lacks a proper motion measurement from Gaia. I have retained the two stars as members. DF Tau has a moderately discrepant proper motion offset, which is likely due to its very poor astrometric fit.
L1527 (Figure 5)
The stars in L1527 have a single moderately broad distribution of parallaxes. The latter exhibit a gradient with right ascension, varying from ∼ 8 to 7 mas between the western and eastern boundaries of the field, which indicates that the stars are related to the red population in the adjacent field to the west that contains L1527. That relationship is supported by the similar proper motion offsets. As a result, the stars in this field have been assigned to the red population.
The parallax of 2MASS J04380191+2519266, labeled with a cross in Figure 5 , is much smaller than that of other members. It was identified as a candidate member of Taurus based on mid-IR excess emission (Rebull et al. 2010 ) and spectroscopically classified as late K or early M (Rebull et al. 2010; Esplin et al. 2014 ). The IR excess has served as the only evidence of its youth, and hence its membership. A second object has been detected at 1 ′′ from 2MASS J04380191+2519266 by Gaia, Pan-STARRS1 (Kaiser et al. 2002 (Kaiser et al. , 2010 , and the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007) . It is fainter by ∼ 2 mag in those data and is unresolved in the images from the Spitzer Space Telescope that exhibited the mid-IR excess emission. As discussed earlier, close pairs of objects can have erroneous astrometry. However, the Gaia DR2 parameters astrometric gof al and astrometric excess noise indicate a good astrometric fit, so the parallax should be reliable. Therefore, it seems likely that 2MASS J04380191+2519266 is a field star and the mid-IR excess arises from its neighbor (perhaps a red galaxy).
V955 Tau, 2MASS J04401447+2729112, and 2MASS J04354526+2737130 have discrepant proper motion offsets, as shown in Figure 5 . V955 Tau is a close binary (Leinert et al. 1993 ) and has a poor astrometric fit, so its proper motion is probably unreliable. The other two stars are not known binaries and have astrometric fits that are comparable to those of most other members. They are the northernmost stars in this field, and thus are farthest from other members. They could be nonmembers, but given their fairly large astrometric errors, they are retained as members for this study. 
Luhman
The field with L1524, L1529, and L1536 has two populations that are similar to the red and blue groups from previously discussed clouds. Most of the red and blue stars in this field are projected against L1524/L1529 and L1536, respectively. They have median parallaxes of 7.8 and 6.2 mas (128 and 161 pc). 2MASS J04362151+2351165 and 2MASS J04344586+2445145 (crosses in Figure 6 ) differ from other members in their parallaxes and proper motion offsets. They are not known binaries and do not have unusually poor astrometric fits relative to other Taurus members, so there is no basis for disregarding those measurements. In addition, although the IR spectrum of 2MASS J04344586+2445145 from Luhman et al. (2017) was better matched by a young star than a field dwarf, it lacks the Li absorption expected for the former in a spectrum from the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (Cui et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012) . Both stars are treated as nonmembers in this work.
GV Tau, KPNO 15, 2MASS J04355209+2255039, and HP Tau/G2 are additional outliers in the diagram of proper motion offsets in Figure 6 . The measurement for GV Tau is probably not reliable since it is a binary and it has a poor astrometric fit. The other three stars have better fits and are not known to be close binaries. All three of them reside within one of the most compact groups of stars in this field. The proper motion offsets of KPNO 15 and 2MASS J04355209+2255039 have roughly opposite directions. In fact, those data indicate that the stars were near the same location ∼7200 years ago, as illustrated in Figure 12 . Thus, KPNO 15 and 2MASS J04355209+2255039 may have been participants in a dynamical interaction with one or more additional stars (Poveda et al. 1967 ) that resulted in their ejection. An explanation for the discrepant motion of HP Tau/G2 is less obvious, but the VLBI motion from Galli et al. (2018) agrees better with the group, so it is retained as a member.
2.2.6. L1489 and L1498 (Figure 7) Each of the small clouds L1489 and L1498 has a single star from Esplin & Luhman (2017) projected against it. Both stars, IRAS 04016+2610 and 2MASS 04105425+2501266, are highly reddened, so they lack Gaia data. Several additional young stars are scattered more widely across this field, which is west of the main complex of clouds in Taurus. Two and four of those stars have similar parallaxes and proper motions as the red and blue populations from the main cloud complex, respectively. The two remaining systems in this field are HBC 358 ABC and HBC 359, which have a separation of 20 ′′ . HBC 358 A and BC are separated by 1.
′′ 6 and HBC 358 B and C are separated by 0.
′′ 15 (Hartigan & Kenyon 2003) . Parallaxes and proper motions from Gaia are available for HBC 358 BC and HBC 359, which are labeled with crosses in Figure 7 5 . Their proper motion offsets differ from those of the populations associated with Taurus clouds, so all members of these systems are classified as nonmembers. The southernmost clouds in Taurus include L1558, L1551, the small cloud near T Tau, and cloud 18 from Onishi et al. (2002) , which contains the protostars IRAS 04191+1523 and IRAM 04191+1522. Most of the young stars in the field encompassing these clouds form a well-defined group that resembles the blue populations from the northern clouds except with slightly larger parallaxes and smaller proper motion offsets in declination. The median parallax for that group is 6.9 mas (145 pc). The two stars near T Tau are similar to that population in parallax but differ in their proper motion offsets. The latter are closer to the values of the red populations in the previous fields, so the same color is assigned to them. In proper motion, T Tau agrees better with the blue group than its two neighbors, so it is unclear to which population it belongs. I have assigned it to the same group as its neighbors. The five stars near L1558 have parallaxes and proper motion offsets that are distinct from those of the red and blue groups, so they are labeled with a third color of green. They have a median parallax of 5.1 mas (196 pc), making them the most distant members of Taurus.
Some of the young stars in this field are outliers in parallax and proper motion relative to the red, blue, and green groups. HD 30171 is similar to the blue stars in terms of its proper motion offset and is located 13
′′ from a member of the blue group, IRAS 04429+1550. Its parallax from DR2 is too small for that group (5.41±0.11 mas), but its measurement from DR1 is in better agreement (7.07±0.24 mas). Therefore, I have assigned it to the blue population. A second star with a discrepant parallax is LkHa 358. It has a moderately poor astrometric fit relative to other members of Taurus, which is probably due to the presence of extended emission surrounding this protostar. I have ignored the Gaia measurement of its parallax and have retained it as a member. Haro 6-37 A is one of the stars near L1558 labeled in green. Its parallax differs from that of the other green stars, but the parallax of its companion Haro 6-37 B does agree with that group, so both stars are considered members of it. Finally, J2-157 and 2MASS J04284199+1533535 (crosses in Figure 8 ) differ from the groups in this field in both their parallaxes and proper motion offsets. The quality of the astrometric fit for each star is comparable to that of the fits for most Taurus members, so those measurements should be reliable. They are excluded from my catalog of members.
L1517 (Figure 9)
Most of the young stars in the field for L1517 are members of a single group in parallax and proper motion offset. The median parallax for this group is 6.3 mas (159 pc). Some stars are clustered around L1517 while others are more widely distributed. The distributions of parallax and proper motion offsets overlap with those of the red and blue groups from other clouds, but they are sufficiently distinct that I have labeled them with a fourth color of cyan.
2MASS J04485789+2913548, Haro 6-39, 2MASS J04555288+3006523, and 2MASS J04591661+2840468 do not match the population in this field in terms of either parallax or proper motion offset. The first two stars have poor astrometric fits and the first is 6
′′ from a member of the cyan group (2MASS J04485745+2913521), so I ignore their astrometry and treat them as members of that group. 2MASS J04555288+3006523 and 2MASS J04591661+2840468 have better astrometric fits, so they are likely to be nonmembers. They are labeled with crosses in Figure 9 . 2MASS J04555288+3006523 is beyond the boundaries of the diagrams of parallax and proper motion offset. 2MASS J04591661+2840468 does not appear in the diagram of M J versus spectral type since it lacks a spectral classification.
L1544 (Figure 10)
A single group in parallax and proper motion offset is present among the stars in the L1544 field. It overlaps with the cyan population in L1517 in those parameters, so it has been assigned that color. The median parallax is 5.8 mas (172 pc).
2MASS J05122759+2253492 and CIDA 11 are discrepant in their parallax and proper motion, respectively. Both stars have poor astrometric fits, so they are retained as members. They have been resolved as close pairs by Gaia and Kraus et al. (2011) , respectively, which would explain the poor fits. 2MASS J05023985+2459337 also does not match the proper motion offset of the group in this field. It does agree better with the motions of the southernmost stars in the field for L1517, so it could be a member of that population. The astrometric fit appears to be reliable. It is unclear whether this star should be treated as a member of Taurus, but I do so for the purposes of this work.
Stars Outside of Previous Fields (Figure 11)
Twelve stars from the catalog of members adopted by Esplin & Luhman (2017) are outside of the fields in Figures 2-10. All but one have measurements of parallaxes and proper motions from Gaia DR2. Eight of those 11 stars differ significantly from the populations associated with the Taurus clouds in terms of their parallaxes and proper motion offsets (crosses in Figure 11 ). They consist of HBC 360, HBC 361, HBC 362, 2MASS J04102834+2051507, 2MASS J04110570+2216313, 2MASS J04162725+20530, 2MASS J04345973+2807017, and 2MASS J05064662+2104296. The astrometric fits for the HBC 360 and HBC 361 are moderately poor while the other stars have better fits. Those two stars have a separation of 7 ′′ and are 14 ′ from HBC 362. The three stars share similar proper motions and parallaxes, which suggests that those measurements are reliable (and that the stars are associated with each other). These eight stars are rejected from my catalog of members.
The remaining three stars with Gaia data are 2MASS J04225416+2439538, CoKu Tau 4, and CIDA 14. The astrometry for 2MASS J04225416+2439538 agrees well with that of the red populations in the clouds that are closest to it. CoKu Tau 4 is a known binary with a separation of 0.
′′ 05 (Ireland & Kraus 2008 ), but its astrometric fit is not especially poor, so its astrometry is probably reliable. Both CoKu Tau 4 and CIDA 14 are north of L1527 and southwest of L1517 and they have similar parallaxes and proper motion offsets. In those parameters, the two stars are near the clusters of values for the red and cyan populations in those clouds, although they do not overlap with either group in both parameters simultaneously. They agree slightly better with the cyan population in L1517, so they have been assigned that color for the purposes of the figures.
HD 286178 is the one star from Esplin & Luhman (2017) outside of the fields in Figures 2-10 that lacks a parallax and proper motion from Gaia. Those parameters were not measured because the astrometric fit was very poor. Given its remote location relative to the Taurus clouds and the presence of young stars across Taurus that are kinematically unrelated to the clouds (Sections 1 and 3), it seems likely that HD 286178 is a nonmember, so I treat it as such.
Revised Catalog of Members
As discussed in the previous section, I have rejected 19 of the 440 stars adopted as Taurus members by Esplin & Luhman (2017) . Table 1 .
In Table 1 , I have included the proper motions and parallaxes from Gaia DR2, radial velocities from previous studies, U V W space velocities computed from the Gaia data and radial velocities (Johnson & Soderblom 1987) , the three bands of Gaia photometry, and the color codes for the kinematic populations described in the previous section. A few of the radial velocity measurements lack estimates of errors. In those cases, an error of 1 km s −1 has been adopted when calculating the U V W errors. I have not used the radial velocity measurement for HN Tau A from Nguyen et al. (2012) because its systematic noise is large. Systematic errors in the Gaia DR2 parallaxes are expected to be less than 0.1 mas (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) . Recent studies have found that those parallaxes may be too small by ∼ 0.08 mas on average (Kounkel et al. 2018; Stassun & Torres 2018 ). Since such errors may vary with position on the sky and their average value in the direction of Taurus is unknown, no correction has been applied to the parallaxes when deriving U V W velocities. The latter have not been computed for stars that have discrepant parallaxes based on the analysis in the previous section. Table 1 contains estimates of U V W for 100 stars. The median of those velocities is U, V, W = −15.9, −12.4, −9.4 km s −1 , which is similar to values from Bertout & Genova (2006) and Luhman et al. (2009) . That median U V W was used in the calculation of the proper motion offsets in Figures 2-11.
In Table 2 , I have compiled the medians of the parallaxes, proper motions, and proper motion offsets and the standard deviations of the proper motions for each of the fields and populations in Figures 2-10. Only stars with parallax errors of ≤10% and non-discrepant parallaxes have been considered. If standard deviations are calculated for proper motions with errors of < 0.25 mas yr −1 , the most compact aggregates (those in B209, L1495, L1529, L1536, L1551, L1517) have onedimensional dispersions of ∼ 1 mas yr −1 , which corresponds to ∼ 0.7 km s −1 at the distances of the stars. Since these values are significantly larger than the proper motion errors, they should be dominated by the kinematics within the aggregates.
For groups of 3 or more stars that are near clouds and that have measurements of U V W , I have calculated the medians of the parallaxes, proper motions, and U V W and the standard deviations of U V W . The results are listed in Table 3 with their associated clouds. The dispersions are larger in U than V and W because the radial velocities generally have larger errors than the proper motions. In Figure 13 , I have plotted the corresponding XY Z positions in Galactic Cartesian coordinates and the median U V W 's relative to the median value for Taurus. The five aggregates labeled as red have similar velocities, which is not surprising given their proper motion offsets (Figs. 2-6 ). The two aggregates labeled as blue, L1536 and L1551, have similar motions and differ from the red aggregates by ∼ 3 km s −1 in each of the V and W components. The small aggregate associated with L1558 (green) differs by ∼ 3 km s −1 from the other groups in U and is similar to the blue and red groups in V and W , respectively. It is also the most distant aggregate in Taurus at nearly 200 pc, as mentioned in Section 2.2.7. The cyan group near L1517 is similar to the blue/green and red groups in V and W , respectively. The total spread among the aggregates is ∼ 3 km s −1 in each of the velocity components. Those relative motions correspond to ∼ 3 pc (∼ 1
• ) in 1 Myr, or ∼ 10% of the diameter of the cloud complex, as illustrated in Figure 13 .
PREVIOUS CANDIDATE MEMBERS AT OLDER AGES
Several studies over the last 30 years have proposed the existence of stars with ages of 10 Myr that are associated with the Taurus clouds (Section 1). In this section, I use astrometry from Gaia DR2 to assess the membership of such stars from Kraus et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2018) .
3.1. Candidates from Kraus et al. (2017) Kraus et al. (2017) compiled a catalog of 396 diskless stars that had been previously identified as possible members of Taurus. Through analysis of several diagnostics (e.g., proper motions, radial velocities, spectroscopic signatures of youth), they concluded that 218 of the candidates were confirmed or likely members. Roughly 1/3 of those suggested members were absent from earlier compilations, most of which were older ( 10 Myr) and more widely distributed than the canonical members. Kraus et al. (2017) proposed that these stars represent an earlier generation of star formation associated with the Taurus cloud complex.
Among the 218 stars that Kraus et al. (2017) designated as members, 82 were absent from the census in Luhman et al. (2017) . Esplin & Luhman (2017) examined the astrometric evidence of membership for those 82 stars. Sixteen of them had measurements of parallaxes and proper motions from Gaia DR1 and appeared between α = 4 h -5 h 10 m and δ = 15-31
• , which corresponds roughly to the boundaries of Figure 1 and encompasses all of the Taurus clouds. Esplin & Luhman (2017) compared the proper motions, parallaxes, and M J for those stars and members from Luhman et al. (2017) that had Gaia DR1 data. Most of the former were kinematically distinct from the latter and exhibited older ages ( 10 Myr). The two samples differed by ∼10 mas yr −1 on average, which corresponds to a relative drift of nearly 30
• over 10 Myr, indicating that they are physically unrelated.
Gaia DR2 enables a comprehensive analysis of the candidate members from Kraus et al. (2017) . The compilation of members from Esplin & Luhman (2017) does not contain 85 of the 218 stars identified by Kraus et al. (2017) Esplin & Luhman (2017) . I adopt these four stars as members. One star, HBC 392, is somewhat close to the distribution of parallaxes and proper motion offsets for one of the Taurus groups, L1551. It has unusually weak Li absorption for a Taurus member (Walter et al. 1988) , which has been cited as evidence that it is a nonmember (Hartmann 2003) or a Li-depleted member (Sestito et al. 2008) . HBC 392 appears below the median sequence for Upper Sco (11 Myr, Pecaut et al. 2012) in M J versus spectral type, indicating that its weak Li is a reflection of an older age. Based on its Gaia astrometry and its radial velocity (Nguyen et al. 2012) , it has a space velocity of U, V, W = −14.4 ± 0.1, −16.1 ± 0.1, −9.2 ± 0.1 km s −1 , which differs from the median velocity of L1551 (Table 3) by ∼ 1.5 km s −1 in each component. That difference corresponds to a relative drift of >20 pc (> 9
• ) on the plane of the sky since the star was born, assuming an age of > 10 Myr. Thus, it is unlikely that HBC 392 originated in that cloud, and it is not adopted as a Taurus member in this work. Hartmann et al. (1991) suggested that a previous sample of 10 Myr stars towards Taurus from Walter et al. (1988) belong to the Cas-Tau association, whose proposed members encompass the Taurus clouds and extend well beyond them (Blaauw 1956 ). Therefore, I have considered that possibility for the 47 stars in Fig Figure 14 . Their parallaxes and proper motion offsets overlap with those of roughly half of the 47 stars from Kraus et al. (2017) that are kinematically distinct from Taurus. Thus, it is plausible that the latter are members of Cas-Tau.
Most of the remaining stars in Figure 14 that do not overlap with Cas-Tau form a clump in parallax and proper motion offset that is centered near 8.25 mas and (−8.2, 7.0 mas yr −1 ), respectively. This clump coincides with group 29 from Oh et al. (2017) , which is a possible new association of nine stars found with Gaia DR1. Several of the stars from the catalog of members in Esplin & Luhman (2017) that were rejected in Section 2.2 also appear in that clump (see Figs. 6, 8, 11) . To investigate the nature of this group, I selected stars from Gaia DR2 that are within 0.35 mas and 2 mas yr −1 of the clump's center, which are the values beyond which the number of stars rapidly decreases. All of the nine stars identified by Oh et al. (2017) as members of group 29 satisfy that proper motion threshold, but four of them fall outside of the parallax threshold. To allow for the possibility that members of the group might extend beyond the confines of Taurus, I considered the area between α = 3
h -6 h and δ = 4-40
• . Most of the stars in the resulting sample (91/107) are within the boundary of the map of Taurus in Figure 14 , so the following discussion is restricted to those stars. Their spatial distribution is shown in the map in Figure 15 . Measurements of radial velocities are available for 23 of the 91 stars (Walter et al. 1988; Nguyen et al. 2012; Kraus et al. 2017 , Gaia DR2). The velocities have a dispersion of ∼ 1.4 km s −1 , which is only somewhat larger than than the dispersion of velocities on the plane of the sky imposed by the selection criteria (∼ 0.5 km s −1 ). The median space velocity for those 23 stars is U, V, W = −13.0, −6.4, −9.7 km s −1 , differing by a total of 6.6 km s −1 from the median motion of Taurus.
The ages of the 91 candidate members of group 29 can be estimated with a diagram of absolute magnitude versus color. Since Gaia photometry has very high precision, the diagram has been constructed with G BP and G RP , as shown in Figure 15 . A comparison of those stars to members of the Pleiades (Stauffer et al. 2007) in G RP − K s versus J − H indicates that they have little extinction, so extinction corrections have not been applied to the photometry. In Figure 15 , the stars form a sequence that is fairly narrow and well-defined, which suggests that they comprise a coeval population. To estimate the age of this sample, I have compared its sequence to those of nearby clusters and associations that span a range of ages (Bell et al. 2015; Gagné et al. 2018 , references therein). In Figure 15 , I have included fits to the single-star sequences for three populations that bracket the sample, consisting of the β Pic moving group (24 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , the Tuc-Hor association (45 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , and the Pleiades cluster (112 Myr, Dahm 2015) . The fits are defined in Table 4 . This comparison suggests that group 29 is slightly younger than Tuc-Hor (∼ 40 Myr). The velocity offset of 6.6 km s −1 relative to the Taurus combined with an age of 40 Myr corresponds to a relative drift of 260 pc, indicating that the stars have no relationship to the gas that would eventually form the Taurus clouds. Like Cas-Tau and the Hyades, group 29 is another example of a stellar population that lies in the direction of Taurus but is unrelated to the cloud complex. Astrometry and photometry for the 91 candidate members of group 29 are presented in Table 5 . Among these stars, HD 284149 and HBC 376 (TAP 26) are known to harbor a brown dwarf companion and a hot Jupiter (Bonavita et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2017) , respectively.
It was not included in the sample of stars analyzed by Kraus et al. (2017) , but St34 was cited in that study as an example of an old member of Taurus ( 20 Myr). White & Hillenbrand (2005) found that it is a spectroscopic binary in which the components have similar luminosities and spectral types. It appeared to reside in Taurus based on its kinematics and its evidence of youth in the form of an accretion disk, but the components lacked Li absorption, indicating an age of > 20 Myr. White & Hillenbrand (2005) concluded that St34 is probably a relatively old member of Taurus ( 8 Myr). Meanwhile, Hartmann et al. (2005) proposed that the system is not associated with the Taurus clouds, and that instead it lies in the foreground at a distance of ∼ 100 pc, which appeared to alleviate the discrepancy between the ages inferred from the luminosity and the absence of Li absorption. According to the parallax measurement from Gaia DR2, St34 has a distance of 142.7±1.2 pc, which places it within the range of distances of Taurus members. However, the kinematics of St34 are inconsistent with membership in Taurus. Based on the astrometry from Gaia and the radial velocity from White & Hillenbrand (2005) , the system has a space velocity of U, V, W = −15.1 ± 0.7, −6.9 ± 0.1, −10.7 ± 0.1 km s −1 , which differs by 4 km s −1 from the median motions of the groups in Taurus (Table 3) . The data for St34 are included in both Figures 14 and 15 . The photometry has been corrected for the binarity by assuming that the components have equal fluxes. For a single component, the spectral type and M J relative to the median sequence of Upper Sco suggests an age of ∼ 20 Myr (Baraffe et al. 2015) while the position in the color-magnitude diagram relative to the β Pic and TucHor associations indicates an age of ∼ 30 Myr. The latter value could be overestimated if the system has excess emission in G BP from accretion. An age of 20-30 Myr is consistent with the constraints on the Li abundance (White & Hillenbrand 2005) . Zhang et al. (2018 ) Zhang et al. (2018 presented a sample of 58 late-type objects that they classified as members of Taurus. Most of them are fainter than the known members at a given color or spectral type, indicating that they are older or more distant. Zhang et al. (2018) concluded that these objects represent an older population ( 10 Myr) that is similar to the one proposed by Kraus et al. (2017) .
Candidates from
The membership of the candidates from Zhang et al. (2018) can be assessed with data from Gaia DR2, which became available after that study. Among the 58 candidates, 47 have entries in Gaia DR2 and 38 have parallax measurements (15 with errors of ≤ 10%). In Figure 16 , all of the candidates are plotted on a map of Taurus and a diagram of extinction-corrected J versus spectral type (Zhang et al. 2018) . Those diagrams also include the stars from Esplin & Luhman (2017) that are adopted as members in this work. The stars with par-Luhman allax measurements are shown in diagrams of G versus parallax and proper motion offsets relative to the motion expected for the median space velocity of known Taurus members. For those offsets, I have adopted the parallactic distances when the parallax errors are ≤ 10% and otherwise have assumed a distance of 140 pc.
Five of the 38 candidates with Gaia parallaxes and proper motions overlap with the groups of known members in those parameters, consisting of PSO J065.8871+19.8386, PSO J071.3189+31.6888, PSO J071.6033+17.0281, PSO J074.1999+29.2197, and PSO J076.2495+31.7503. Based on those data and the evidence of youth in the spectra from Zhang et al. (2018) , I have adopted them as members of Taurus. Three of those five objects, PSO J065.8871+19.8386, PSO J071.6033+17.0281, and PSO J074.1999+29.2197, have been independently identified as members by Esplin & Luhman (2018) . Among the remaining 33 candidates with Gaia astrometry, PSO J070.2057+27.5378 and PSO J079.3986+26.2455 are somewhat close to the distributions of parallaxes and proper motion offsets for L1517 and L1544, respectively, but are located rather far from those clouds (∼ 3
• ). Given that young stars unrelated to the Taurus clouds are scattered across this area of sky (Section 3.1), those two stars have insufficient evidence of membership. The remaining 31 candidates with Gaia data have discrepant parallaxes and proper motions (see Fig. 16 ), and thus are excluded from my catalog of members. All of the five candidates from Zhang et al. (2018) that have kinematics consistent with membership appear within the Taurus sequence in the diagram of J versus spectral type, indicating that they are within the age range of the known members. None of the candidates for older members with Gaia astrometry have been confirmed as such by those data.
Gaia parallaxes and proper motions are unavailable for 20 of the candidates from Zhang et al. (2018) . Given the lack of astrometry with sufficient precision to distinguish between Taurus members and young contaminants, I assess those candidates with the ages implied by the color-magnitude diagram in Figure 16 and the proximity to the Taurus clouds. The use of age as a criterion is justified by a search of Gaia DR2 for undiscovered members at higher masses in Section 4, which demonstrates that a population older than the known members does not exist. Two of the 20 candidates that lack Gaia astrometry, PSO J064.6887+27.9799 and PSO J065.1792+28.1767, are within the sequence of known members in the diagram of J versus spectral type and are near the clouds. They were independently found and classified as members by Esplin & Luhman (2017) . A few additional candidates like PSO J059.5714+30.6327 may be as young as the known members, but they are far from the clouds and cannot be reliably distinguished from young contaminants with the available data. Most of the 20 candidates are too faint to be members that are coeval with the known Taurus population, as shown in Figure 16 .
Among the seven candidates from Zhang et al. (2018) that are included in my catalog of members, five have been spectroscopically classified by Esplin & Luhman (2017 , who derived the following spectral types:
M9.25 (IR) for PSO J064.6887+27.9799 and J065.1792+28.1767, M7 (optical) for PSO J071.6033+17.0281, M6 (optical) for PSO J074.1999+29.2197, and M9 (optical/IR) for PSO J065.8871+19.8386. I have measured a type of M5.5 for both of the remaining two stars, PSO J071.3189+31.6888 and PSO J076.2495+31.7503, using the IR spectra from Zhang et al. (2018) . For those seven stars, the classifications from Zhang et al. (2018) are later than those from Esplin & Luhman (2017 and this work by an average of ∼ 1 subclass. In addition to their candidates, Zhang et al. (2018) classified IR spectra of most known late-type members of Taurus.
In Figure 17 , those types are compared to the optical spectral types that are available for those objects (Briceño et al. 1998 (Briceño et al. , 2002 Martín & Magazzù 1999; Hartigan & Kenyon 2003; White & Basri 2003; Guieu et al. 2006; Slesnick et al. 2006; Luhman 2004 Luhman , 2006 Luhman et al. 2003a Luhman et al. , 2006 Luhman et al. , 2009 Esplin et al. 2014; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014) 6 . Once again, the classifications from Zhang et al. (2018) are systematically later by ∼ 1 subclass. Thus, their types cannot be used alongside the previous optical types in a meaningful way. The IR types from my previous studies are based on comparison to optically-classified members of Taurus and other star-forming regions , which are the ideal standards for producing IR types that are on the same system as the optical types.
SEARCH FOR NEW MEMBERS
The data from Gaia DR2 can be used to search for stars associated with the Taurus clouds with a high degree of completeness for all locations, ages, and stellar masses with the exception of the most highly reddened members. Most of the latter are likely to be younger and less evolved, and hence should have been found by mid-IR surveys for stars with circumstellar disks (Beichman et al. 1986; Kenyon et al. 1990; Luhman et al. 2006; Rebull et al. 2010; Esplin et al. 2014) .
For each of the nine fields in Figure 1 , I selected stars that have measurements of parallaxes from Gaia DR2 with errors of ≤ 10% and that are within 0.5 mas and 4 mas yr −1 of the median parallaxes and proper motion offsets of any of the populations of known members within that field (Table 2 ). These thresholds were selected to be large enough to recover most (95%) of the known members that have the necessary Gaia data and that do not have discrepant parallaxes (Section 2.2). If larger thresholds are adopted, only a few additional candidates coeval with the known Taurus population are selected while the number of candidates older than Taurus increases roughly in proportion to the square of the thresholds, which is consistent with a population of field contaminants. Among the candidates selected by my criteria, I have assigned membership to those with previous spectroscopic data that are consistent with membership and those that are within a few arcseconds of known members, and hence are likely to be companions. They consist of HD 28354, 6 Most of these optical types were derived via comparison to the average spectra of dwarf and giant standards (Henry et al. 1994; Kirkpatrick et al. 1991 Kirkpatrick et al. , 1997 , which is a scheme that has been applied to M5-M9.5 members of Taurus and other star-forming regions during the past two decades (Luhman et al. 1997 (Luhman et al. , 1998a Luhman 1999 Luhman , 2012 , references therein).
HD 30378, HD 283641, JH 223 B, V892 Tau NE, XEST 20-071 B, 2MASS J04284263+2714039 B, and 2MASS J05080816+2427150 B. I rejected candidates that have been previously classified as evolved stars or that have radial velocities that differ significantly (> 5 km s −1 ) from the median velocities of the Taurus populations, which applies to all (9) candidates for which velocities have been measured. All of the candidates rejected by radial velocities are also much fainter than the known members of Taurus at a given color, which further suggests that they are field stars. After these steps, there remain 141 candidate members, which have magnitudes ranging from G ∼ 13-20.
To estimate the ages of the candidates, I have plotted the ones with measurements of G BP and G RP (114 of the 141 candidates) in a diagram of M GRP versus G BP − G RP in Figure 18 . As done in Figure 15 , I have included fits to the single-star sequences for the β Pic and Tuc-Hor associations and the Pleiades cluster. In an optical colormagnitude diagram, stars with disks occasionally appear below the sequence for their population if their observed flux is dominated by scattered light or if accreting material generates bright excess emission at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, to more clearly define the sequence for Taurus in Figure 18 , only members that lack disks are shown (Esplin et al. 2014; Esplin & Luhman 2017) . Members with discrepant parallaxes are excluded (Section 2.2).
Many members of Taurus have substantial extinction, which affects their locations in a color-magnitude diagram. Because the Gaia photometric bands are quite broad, the relation between the extinction in a given band and the extinction at a specific wavelength depends noticeably on the amount of extinction and the intrinsic spectrum (or color) of the object (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a; Danielski et al. 2018) . A reddening vector that is applicable to typical members of Taurus is shown in Figure 18 . Since the vector is largely parallel to the Taurus sequence, the variable extinction among the members should not broaden the sequence significantly. Meanwhile, most of the candidate members closely match the sequence of Pleiades members (Stauffer et al. 2007) in color-color diagrams like G RP − K s versus J − H, indicating that they have little extinction. For these reasons, I have not attempted to correct the data in Figure 18 for extinction.
The candidates exhibit two distinct distributions in Figure 18 , one that is scattered within the sequence of known Taurus members and another that appears below the Tuc-Hor sequence ( 40 Myr). None of the latter show evidence of disks in mid-IR photometry from the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004) or the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al. 2010) , so their low positions in the diagram are not attributable to scattered light. The sharp decrease in the number of members and candidates below the lower envelope of the Taurus sequence indicates that that there are few, if any, stars at ages of 10-40 Myr that are associated with the Taurus clouds. Given the paucity of candidates in that age range, it is highly unlikely that the stars at >40 Myr have any relationship to Taurus. Indeed, most of the older candidates appear near the selection thresholds for parallax and proper motion offsets or have larger astrometric errors, whereas the younger candidates are more tightly clustered with the known members in those parameters. In addition, the matching population for more than half of the older candidates was L1558, which contains only five known members. The unrealistically large number of candidates is likely a reflection of the fact that this group is the most distant one in Taurus (∼ 200 pc) and the number of stars satisfying the proper motion criteria increases rapidly with larger distances. To verify the plausibility that the older candidates comprise unrelated contaminants, I performed multiple iterations of the selection of candidates with uniform shifts applied to the median proper motion offsets of the Taurus groups (e.g., ±10 mas yr −1 ). The resulting samples of stars closely resemble the older candidates selected for Taurus in size and distribution of colors and absolute magnitudes.
In Table 6 , I present the 54 candidates that have estimated ages of 20 Myr. They consist of the 49 stars in Figure 18 that appear above the sequence for β Pic, three candidates that have photometry in only one band (G) but that are candidate companions to stars that are bright enough to appear in the Taurus sequence, and two candidates that lack G BP but are young according to a diagram of M GRP versus G − G RP . Spectroscopy of the candidates is necessary to measure their spectral types and verify their youth. Esplin & Luhman (2018) has classified spectra of many of the candidates, all of which show evidence of youth that is consistent with the ages inferred from Figure 18 . Most of those stars will be adopted as members, but a few of them have motions that deviate enough from those of the Taurus groups that they could be unrelated young stars from Cas-Tau.
Each of the candidates from the preceding analysis was selected to reside within one the nine Taurus fields and to have a similar parallax and proper motion as one of the populations of known members within its field. To search for candidates at larger distances from those populations, I have identified stars at any location within Figure 1 that satisfy the previously applied thresholds of parallax and proper motion for any of the populations of members. These relaxed criteria produce an additional 51 candidates that appear within the sequence of known members in color-magnitude diagrams. Most of these candidates are far from the populations to which they were matched (> 5
• ) and are near the thresholds for parallax and proper motion, and thus are unlikely to be members. The remaining (eight) candidates agree more closely with the astrometry for the known populations and are within a few degrees of the boundaries of their fields. The latter candidates have been included in Table 6.
Four of the candidates comprise two 2 ′′ pairs, which correspond to 2MASS J04572852+3029107 and 2MASS J04355568+1707395.
In addition, 2MASS J04161407+2758275, 2MASS J04291717+1826375, and 2MASS J05010116+2501413 are 0.
′′ 9, 1. ′′ 4, and 1. ′′ 8 pairs, respectively, in which one component was selected as a candidate and the other one was rejected by the criteria for parallax or proper motion. The rejected component in the first pair has a poor astrometric fit, perhaps due to the binarity, and the rejected stars in the other two pairs are only slightly beyond the thresholds for selection in proper motion. 2MASS J04411296+1813194 is a 2.
′′ 3 pair in which one component is a candidate and the other Luhman one lacks parallax and proper motion measurements from Gaia. Only the components of these various pairs that were identified as candidates are listed in Table 6 .
PROPERTIES OF THE STELLAR POPULATION
Gaia DR2 has made it possible to produce a highly refined census of known members of Taurus and to perform a thorough search for undiscovered members, which in turn should enable the best constraints to date on the distributions of masses and ages in the region.
Distribution of Ages
Because low-mass stars ( 1 M ⊙ ) are predicted to evolve primarily in a vertical direction in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for at least 10 Myr following their birth, the distribution of ages in a starforming region should be directly reflected in a spread in luminosities at a given effective temperature. However, additional factors can contribute to the observed spread in luminosity estimates (Hartmann 2001) , including unresolved binaries, uncorrected emission from circumstellar material, variations in distances to the stars (if a single distance is adopted for a population), uncertainties in photometry, extinctions, and bolometric corrections, and differences in accretion histories (Baraffe et al. 2009; Littlefair et al. 2011) . Nevertheless, the luminosity spread in a star-forming region can provide useful constraints on the distribution of ages (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999) .
For a given star, I use the offset in its extinctioncorrected M J relative to the median sequence for Taurus, ∆M J = M J − M J (median), as a proxy for its relative age. The J band is selected for measuring the photospheric flux as a compromise between shorter wavelengths where disk emission is lower and longer wavelengths where extinction is lower. I have computed ∆M J for known members of Taurus (Section 2.3) that have spectral types between K0-M7, estimates of extinction (Esplin & Luhman 2017; Luhman et al. 2017) , and parallax measurements from Gaia DR2 that have errors of ≤ 10% and that are not discrepant (Section 2.2). Stars with known edge-on disks, most protostars, and some close companions lack extinction estimates or spectral classifications, and hence are excluded. In addition, I have estimated ∆M J for the candidate members identified in the previous section (Table 6 ). Each candidate was dereddened to the Pleiades locus in J − H versus G RP − K s to derive its extinction. The dereddened value of G RP − K s was used to estimate the spectral type via comparison to the relation between G RP − K s and spectral type for members of Upper Sco (Luhman et al. 2018) . Since knowledge of the multiplicity of the members and candidates is incomplete, M J was calculated for all stars in a uniform manner by using seeing-limited photometry from 2MASS and UKIDSS.
The distributions of ∆M J for known members and candidates are shown in Figure 19 . Separate distributions are included for diskless and disk-bearing members (Esplin et al. 2014; Esplin & Luhman 2017) . One might expect that members with disks would be brighter on average if they are younger or if disk emission contributes to the observed fluxes, but the two populations exhibit similar distributions of ∆M J . Because of the requirement of a parallax measurement from Gaia, which operates at optical wavelengths, the most heavily reddened members are absent from Figure 19 , which tend to be the youngest and least evolved stars. For instance, most of the ∼ 40 protostars in Taurus lack parallax measurements. Many of them also lack spectral classifications or reliable estimates of their extinction-corrected photospheric fluxes.
The M J offset of the median sequence of Upper Sco (11 Myr, Pecaut et al. 2012) relative to Taurus is marked in Figure 19 . The value of that offset is ∼1.2 mag, which implies that Taurus is younger by a factor of ∼ 5 according to evolutionary models of low-mass stars (Siess et al. 2000; Baraffe et al. 1998 Baraffe et al. , 2015 . Very few members of Taurus are fainter than the median of Upper Sco, which suggests that the number of members with ages of 10 Myr is quite small. The true number in that age range may be even smaller than implied by Figure 19 given that some of the faint disk-bearing stars could have erroneous estimates of their intrinsic fluxes because of scattered light while a few of the faint diskless stars could be members of Cas-Tau that happen to overlap with Taurus in parallax and proper motion (see Fig. 14) . Measurements of radial velocities for the faintest stars in Figure 19 would be useful to further constrain their membership. Meanwhile, the distribution of ∆M J for the 54 candidates from the previous section is somewhat fainter on average than the known members, indicating older ages. This difference is a reflection of the fact that a majority of the candidates are associated with the blue and cyan populations in L1551 and L1517, whose known members have older median ages than the median of Taurus as a whole (Figs. 8 and 9 ).
The paucity of stars at ages of 10 Myr in Figure 19 is consistent with previous studies of the distribution of ages in Taurus (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999; Hartmann 2001) . The analysis in this work benefits from a larger and more refined sample of members and better determined completeness at older ages. Since the stellar populations within Taurus and other molecular clouds appeared to contain few stars at 10 Myr and most clouds show evidence of star formation, Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (1999) and Hartmann et al. (2001) concluded that the formation of molecular clouds, the birth of stars within them, and the dispersal of the clouds all occur rapidly on a timescale of a few Myr. They found that the small age spread in Taurus was particularly enlightening since it is much smaller than the crossing time of the region (few Myr vs. 10-20 Myr), further indicating that molecular clouds form rapidly, probably through converging flows of atomic gas. The presence of a small number of older stars is consistent with that scenario (Hartmann et al. 2012 ).
Initial Mass Function
Previous estimates of the IMF in Taurus have been restricted to specific areas for which the completeness of the stellar census appeared to be well-defined (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003a; Luhman 2004; Luhman et al. 2009 ). For my analysis, I have considered the fields in Figures 2-11 , which were searched for new members in Section 4. Those fields are large enough to encompass all of the Taurus clouds and nearly all of the known members.
A reliable estimate of the IMF in a stellar population requires a sample of members that is likely to be unbiased in mass. To identify the selection criteria for such a sample in Taurus, I examine the completeness of my Gaia survey for new members. In Gaia DR2, most stars have parallax measurements down to G ∼ 19, and the fraction with parallaxes quickly decreases at fainter magnitudes (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) . For instance, the percentage of stars in the Taurus fields with parallax errors of ≤0.7 mas ( 10% error at the distance of Taurus) is ∼ 80% and ∼ 20% near G = 19 and 20, respectively. The mass (or spectral type) that corresponds to a given limit in G is a function of extinction, which varies significantly among members of Taurus. The range of spectral types and extinctions in which Taurus members have Gaia parallaxes is illustrated in Figure 20 , which shows extinction versus spectral type for members at K0-L0. Different symbols are used for stars with parallaxes that have errors of ≤10% and that are not discrepant (Section 2.2) and the remaining members above and below the magnitude of G ∼ 19 beyond which precise parallaxes become unavailable. Those three samples contain 289, 44, and 44 stars, respectively. Some members cannot be included in Figure 20 because they lack spectral types or extinction estimates, which consist of stars with edge-on disks, most protostars, and some companions. Six of the known members are bright enough at optical wavelengths that they should be easily detected by Gaia but do not appear in DR2, consisting of HL Tau, XEST 17-059, J2-2041, V927 Tau, IRAS 04248+2612, and IRAS 04264+2433. Most of these stars have companions or extended emission that can account for their absences from DR2. They are excluded from Figure 20 . Similarly, the 44 members in DR2 that have G ≤ 19 but lack parallax measurements have poor astrometric fits, likely due to companions or extended emission. In Figure 20 , the interface between stars with precise parallaxes and stars at G > 19 that lack parallaxes (filled circles and open triangles) roughly approximates the magnitude of G ∼ 19 below which precise parallaxes become unavailable due to insufficient flux. That interface extends from ∼M9 at A J = 0 to mid-M types at A J = 3. I would like to define the IMF sample with an extinction limit that is high enough to encompass a large number of members but low enough that the sample has a high level of completeness for Gaia parallaxes down to a relatively late spectral type. Given these considerations, I have selected members with A J < 1 for the IMF sample. As shown in Figure 20 , that extinction limit intersects the G ∼ 19 interface at ∼M6-M7, so the Gaia parallaxes (and hence the survey for new members) should be mostly complete for members within those extinction and spectral type limits. The completeness limit in spectral type at A J = 1 is somewhat uncertain given the sparse distribution of known late-type members near that extinction. The more conservative limit of M6 is shown in Figure 21 . If the extinctions of members are independent of mass and spectral type, then this extinctionlimited sample should be unbiased in mass and representative of the Taurus population. As mentioned above, some known members at G ≤ 19 lack Gaia parallaxes, so the same could be true for undiscovered members. However, the presence of extended emission is one of the reasons that known members lack parallaxes, but that is unlikely to be the case for undiscovered members given that the census of disk-bearing members should be nearly complete (Esplin et al. 2014 ). In addition, most of the known members that have erroneous astrometry due to binarity have spectral types of late-K or early M, whereas most undiscovered members probably have later spectral types, which are less prone to binarity-induced astrometric errors due to their lower binary fractions and smaller separations (Duchêne & Kraus 2013) .
For the IMF sample in Taurus, I have selected all known members that have extinction estimates of A J ≤ 1 and spectral classifications, which corresponds to 295 objects. To avoid some of the sources of uncertainty in estimating masses of young stars, I use the distribution of spectral types in the sample as a proxy for the IMF. In the top panel of Figure 21 , I show the distribution reported by Luhman et al. (2009) for 26 fields observed by the XMM-Newton Extended Survey of the Taurus Molecular Cloud (XEST, Güdel et al. 2007) , which have diameters of ∼ 0.5
• and are centered on the stellar aggregates. The second panel presents the distribution for my extinction-limited sample of 295 members across all of Taurus. That panel also includes the distribution produced after adding the candidate members with A J ≤ 1 from Section 4 (Table 6) using the spectral types and extinctions estimated in Section 5.1. For comparison to Taurus, I show distributions for an extinction-limited sample in IC 348 (Luhman et al. 2016 ) and a sample of stars in the ONC in the bottom two panels in Figure 21 . The ONC sample consists of stars from the spectroscopic census from Hillenbrand et al. (2013) (2012) and additional stars in that field for which photometric spectral types were estimated by Da Rio et al. (2012) . Those photometric types should have a high level of completeness down to ∼M5 according to the analysis in Da Rio et al. (2012) . The field from that study was selected for comparison to Taurus because it should be large enough to contain a representative sample of members that is not affected by mass segregation.
As mentioned in Section 1 and illustrated in Figure 21 , previous samples of Taurus members in small fields like those in the XEST survey have exhibited a surplus of K7-M0 stars (0.7-0.8 M ⊙ ) relative to denser clusters like IC 348 and the ONC. However, the spectral type distribution for the entirety of Taurus does not contain a surplus of that kind, and instead resembles the distributions in IC 348 and the ONC, particularly when the candidates from Section 4 are included. Many of the stars with types of K7-M0 in older studies have new classifications that are later by 1-3 subclasses (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014; Luhman et al. 2017, references therein) , which is partially responsible for the disappearance of the K7-M0 surplus. Mass segregation also appears to be present in which K7-M0 stars are more likely to be located in smaller areas surrounding the aggregates than the less massive stars. Thus, the stellar IMF exhibits little variation between Taurus, IC 348, and the ONC, which span 3-4 orders of magnitude in stellar density.
CONCLUSIONS
The high-precision astrometry from DR2 of the Gaia mission has been used to improve the census of members of the Taurus star-forming region. The results are summarized as follows.
Parallaxes and proper motions are available from
Gaia DR2 for 76% of the stars adopted as Taurus members by Esplin & Luhman (2017) . I have used those data to characterize the kinematics and distances of the groups associated with the Taurus clouds and to check for nonmembers within that sample. After including additional stars that show evidence of membership from Gaia and previous spectral classifications, the revised catalog of members contains 438 objects.
2. The young stars KPNO 15 and 2MASS J04355209+2255039 have discrepant proper motions relative to the group in L1536 that they are projected against. According to their Gaia proper motions, they were near the same location within the cloud ∼ 7200 years ago, indicating that they may have been participants in a dynamical interaction that resulted in their ejection.
3. Kraus et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2018) presented samples of stars that appear to be older than the known members of Taurus ( 10 Myr) and that they classified as members of the region. Among those older stars that have Gaia parallaxes and proper motions, none have kinematics and distances that are consistent with a physical relationship with the Taurus groups.
4. A subset of the older stars from Kraus et al. (2017) form a cluster in parallax and proper motion that coincides with a possible new moving group of nine stars found with Gaia DR1 by Oh et al. (2017) . I have identified 91 candidate members of this group using DR2. They have distances of 116-127 pc and an age of ∼ 40 Myr based on a comparison to TucHor (45 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) .
5. I have performed a search for new members of Taurus by selecting stars from Gaia DR2 that have proper motions and distances that are similar to those of any of the groups of known members. The resulting candidates exhibit two distinct populations, one that is within the range of ages of the known members ( 10 Myr) and another that is much older ( 40 Myr). The latter population is consistent with field stars that are unrelated to the Taurus clouds.
6. Relative ages of the known members and candidate members have been characterized using their offsets in M J from the median sequence for Taurus. Very few members or candidates are fainter (older) than the median sequence of Upper Sco (11 Myr), which contradicts previous reports of a significant population of older stars ( 10 Myr) associated with the Taurus groups. The absence of an older population reinforces the previous evidence that molecular clouds form rapidly on a timescale of a few Myr (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999; Hartmann et al. 2001 Hartmann et al. , 2012 .
7. Previous estimates of the IMF within small fields surrounding the Taurus aggregates have exhibited a surplus of K7-M0 stars (0.7-0.8 M ⊙ ) relative to star-forming clusters like IC 348 and the ONC (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003a; Luhman 2004; Luhman et al. 2009 Skrutskie et al. 2006 ). a Sources of the right ascension and declination are Gaia DR2, the 2MASS Point Source Catalog, UKIDSS Data Release 10, and images from the Spitzer Space Telescope (Luhman et al. 2010) . c Spectral types adopted by Luhman et al. (2017) and Esplin & Luhman (2017) 
, Martín & Magazzù (1999) , Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2014) , Briceño et al. (1999) , Abt (2004) , Wichmann et al. (1996) , Racine (1968) , Esplin & Luhman (2018) , and this work, respectively. d (1) Nguyen et al. (2012) ; (2) Gontcharov (2006) ; (3) Muzerolle et al. (2003) ; (4) White & Basri (2003) ; (5) Torres et al. (2013) ; (6) Hartmann et al. (1986) ; (7) Wichmann et al. (2000) ; (8) Kraus et al. (2017) ; (9) Reipurth et al. (1990) ; (10) Rice et al. (2010) ; (11) Scelsi et al. (2008) ; (12) Mathieu et al. (1997) ; (13 Oh et al. (2017) L1521 B213 Esplin & Luhman (2017) . Stars that have parallaxes and proper motions from Gaia DR2 are shown with filled symbols (red circles, blue triangles, green squares, cyan diamonds) if they are retained as members in this work or crosses if they are rejected as nonmembers. Members that lack Gaia data are plotted with open circles. The filled symbols are assigned based on the kinematic populations in Figures 2-11 . The boundaries of the fields encompassed by those figures are marked by the red rectangles. The dark clouds in Taurus are displayed with a map of extinction (gray scale, Dobashi et al. 2005) . Designations for some of the most prominent clouds are indicated (Barnard et al. 1927; Lynds 1962) . (Fig. 6) , 2MASS J04355209+2255039 and KPNO 15, and other young stars in their vicinity. Based on proper motions from Gaia DR2, those two stars were near the same location ∼ 7200 years ago. The allowed paths over that time period are indicated for all stars (1σ, lines), which are computed using the motions relative to the average motion of the stars in this field. Kraus et al. (2017) that were not adopted as members by Esplin & Luhman (2017) (red open circles). The map includes the stars compiled by Esplin & Luhman (2017) that are adopted as Taurus members in this work (filled circles; Section 2.3) and the two bottom diagrams include proposed members of Cas-Tau from de Zeeuw et al. (1999) (green filled circles). The young star St34 is also shown in each of the diagrams (blue cross, Hartmann et al. 2005; White & Hillenbrand 2005) . Kraus et al. (2017) at π ∼ 8.25 mas and (∆µα, ∆µ δ ∼ −8.2, 7.0 mas yr −1 ) in Figure 14 (red open circles). The map includes the stars compiled by Esplin & Luhman (2017) that are adopted as Taurus members in this work (filled circles; Section 2.3) and the color-magnitude diagram includes fits to the single-star sequences for the β Pic moving group (24 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , the Tuc-Hor association (45 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , and the Pleiades cluster (112 Myr, Dahm 2015) (dotted lines, top to bottom). The young star St34 is also shown in the right diagram (blue cross, Hartmann et al. 2005; White & Hillenbrand 2005) . Zhang et al. (2018) that have parallax measurements from Gaia DR2 (blue and green crosses) and those that lack such data (red open circles). The five candidates adopted as members in this work are plotted in green and the other candidates are plotted in blue. The top diagrams include the stars compiled by Esplin & Luhman (2017) that are adopted as Taurus members in this work (filled circles; Section 2.3). Fig. 18 .-M G RP versus G BP − G RP for known members of Taurus that lack disks (blue filled circles) and candidate members in the nine fields in Figure 1 that were selected from Gaia DR2 to have parallaxes and proper motion offsets similar to those of the Taurus populations in those fields (red open circles). I have included fits to the single-star sequences for the β Pic moving group (24 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , the Tuc-Hor association (45 Myr, Bell et al. 2015) , and the Pleiades cluster (112 Myr, Dahm 2015) (dotted lines, top to bottom). Figure 18 is also shown ( Table 6 ). The offset of the median sequence for Upper Sco is indicated (dashed line), which has an age of 11 Myr (Pecaut et al. 2012) . Luhman et al. (2009) , the entirety of Taurus for A J < 1 (this work), IC 348 for A J < 1.5 (Luhman et al. 2016) , and the ONC (Da Rio et al. 2012; Hillenbrand et al. 2013) . The dashed lines indicate the completeness limits of these samples and the arrows mark the spectral types that correspond to masses of 0.1 and 1 M ⊙ for ages of a few Myr according to evolutionary models (e.g., Baraffe et al. 1998) .
